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Abstract: Web services are becoming a common and convenient means of doing business over the Internet. More-and-

more web services are kept on arriving over the Internet, offering the same set of services to the end users. The availability 

of similar web services increases the complexity of discovery as well as the selection process of web services. The 

traditional way of discovery of web service involves keyword based searching followed by manual selection. The keyword 

based search is not efficient. In this paper, we have used an improved mechanism for web service selection based on 

website as a negotiator. As interest in website owners arises not only to keep their customers but also increase the number 

of deals and interests. By effective negotiating, more income, than any other competitors will be obtained. Improving in 

business has number of rules which sellers should obey. The business rules such as negotiation, body language, time 

management, and selling strategy have been completely discussed in M.B.A And D.B.A courses. At the same time, for 

websites there is not that much information. In this study we are going to introduce new rules for websites to act more 

effective as a negotiator. Company managers before any negotiation, should choose the best negotiator. This duty has 

different step. Important step is that the negotiators should be studied different courses related to strategy of negotiation. 

Second step is to realize customers’ position on the negotiation table and his personal behavior. Now a day’s websites are 

an important negotiator for any companies. To be the best in this mission we use first step the iridology and position of 

computer comparing to user’s place; Second step is to realize astrology, not only for the company speakers but also for the 

other side as well; third step is to realize biorhythm, not only for the company speakers but also for the other side as well 

and the fourth step is prediction by the use of present condition and situation of moon and other planet which affect not 

only our way of thinking but also the earth condition. 

Keywords: rules of negotiating, iridology, astrology, biorhythm, moon 
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Introduction 

  Web services are becoming a common and convenient means of doing business over the Internet. More-and-more web services are kept 
on arriving over the Internet, offering the same set of services to the end users. The availability of similar web services increases the 
complexity of discovery as well as the selection process of web services. The traditional way of discovery of web service involves keyword 
based searching followed by manual selection. The keyword based search is not efficient. In this paper, we have used an improved 
mechanism for web service selection based on website as a negotiator. As interest in website owners arises not only to keep their customers 
but also increase the number of deals and interests. By effective negotiating, more income, than any other competitors will be obtained. 
Improving in business has number of rules which sellers should obey. The business rules such as negotiation, body language, time 

management, and selling strategy have been completely discussed in M.B.A And D.B.A courses. At the same time, for websites there is not 
that much information. In this study we are going to introduce new rules for websites to act more effective as a negotiator. Company 
managers before any negotiation, should choose the best negotiator. This duty has different step. Important step is that the negotiators 
should be studied different courses related to strategy of negotiation. Second step is to realize customers’ position on the negotiation table 
and his personal behavior. Now a day’s websites are an important negotiator for any companies. To be the best in this mission  we use first 
step the iridology and position of computer comparing to user’s place; Second step is to realize astrology, not only for the company 
speakers but also for the other side as well; third step is to realize biorhythm, not only for the company speakers but also for the other side 
as well and the fourth step is prediction by the use of present condition and situation of moon and other planet which affect not only our 

way of thinking but also the earth condition. One way to ensure business agility and efficiency is to be the winner in business negotiating. 
In this way, supported interfaces, pricing, availability, actions to be performed when violations occur and endured is very important factors. 
On the other hand the most important factor is feeling convenience by users. For instance suppose someone goes shopping in the shop A, 
the prices is cheaper than other shops and seller deliver goods very fast but he/she does not feel comfort. Otherwise In the shop B, not only 
offer cheap prices and fast delivery but also make satisfaction for the customer during shopping. As a result he/she prefer to buy from shop 
B. in this research we are introducing, how we could make our service selectors feel more comfort during their work in composite web 
services. To achieve this goal we use iridology and place of computer on the table of customer. By place of computer on the table of user 
we can predict how user feel about our web information. In the same fashion by users’ iridology, astrology, biorhythm, moon and other 

planet positions, we can predict his/her manner. Hence we can predict his/her future activities in the composite web service. By predicting 
him/her we can make him/her more comfort during the usage of composite web service. It means not only we can consider to be the winner 
in the business negotiation but also we can increase the users due to their convenience in our composite web services.  

To explain other related works in this area we can introduce 

Service model (1) able to express both technical and business quality aspects, and (2) which considers both programmer and final user 
perspectives. In a Service Oriented Architecture, our quality model can be adopted by the Web service broker to identify which is the best 
Web service among a set of functionally equivalent Web services. Such a selection considers the quality of Web service along with the user 
preferences combining two decision making models: cost-benefit analysis and Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). For the sake of 
simplicity, we assume that our quality-driven selection process commences when a set of functionally equivalent Web services has been 
previously identified [1], the composition of services is used to implement complex functionality. The quality of service (QoS) is a 
demanding issue for the management of service compositions. A QoS-aware service selection recommends the services to be composed to 
account for the quality of a service composition and its execution cost incurred by requests. It is shown that in the presence of sophisticated 
service charging a cost minimization objective imposes the need for a request- and service composition-comprehensive service selection. 
This type of selection is called a tactical service selection. Existing tactical service selection models assume a deterministic execution 
environment. The need to adjust a service composition during the execution of a request to react on uncertain QoS attributes and service 
failures is neglected. Service reconfiguration approaches are proposed to deal with service failures, uncertain QoS attributes, and their 
impact on QoS restrictions. The challenge addressed in this paper is to propose a hierarchical service selection that integrates a tactical 
service selection with a service reconfiguration to satisfy the cost minimization objective and to maintain a successful execution of 
requests. It is shown that the tactical service selection can be efficiently combined with an existing service reconfiguration method to 
achieve both run time related goals and tactical objectives [2].  
Currently, there is no work discussing and conveying a way which can easily attract web customers by predicting their activities; however , 
there are a lot of works discussing the best logical ways that direct web-customers to their goal. These works are mainly focused on logic 
solution to obtain shortest and economical way to the goal. Unfortunately, none of the works predict the web customers’ activity as well as 
their feeling in the service selection. This research successfully build the completed first step towards achieving the use of predicting web-
customers’ activities in service selections to present the best feeling and comfort to achieve their goal. [19]  

Works                                                          Num      Ok     No   

Data Obtained By Iridology Prediction  1000     550    450  

Data Obtained By Place of Computer    1000     330    670  
Data Obtained By Combination            1000     660    340  

Total                                                             %100    %66   %34  
  

Fig. 1 shows data obtained out of 1000 sample 

  
In the Fig. 1 we compare our research with normal webs in this research we predicted %55 by using iridology. We predict %23. By using 
the place of the computer on the table of customers. Integrating couple of ways we obtained %66 correct prediction and being winner in the 
negotiating. The result obtained was acceptable. Although we applied different themes, easy or hard written text, psychological 
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effectiveness but we did not applied psychological effect on the text. Hence by applying more improvement in written text we wish to 
obtain better results.  

  
Second step is, to use the biorhythm [20]   

  
Fig. 2 shows data obtained out of 1000 sample 

  
In the Fig. 2 we compare our research with normal webs in this research we predicted %55 by using biorhythm and by using the IP of 
customers we predict %23. By using the weather condition such as hotness or coldness by getting the date and time, we predict %19. 
Integrating all the three ways we obtained %66 correct prediction. The result obtained was acceptable. Although we applied different 
themes and easy or hard written text, but we did not applied psychological effect on the text. Hence by applying more improvement in 
written text we wish to obtain better results.  

  
Third step is, to apply astrology [21]  

  
  
Work    Sample                                                      Predicted                        Unaffected                     Affected                        Unaffected 

Data 1   1000  660  340  %66  %34  

Data 2   1000  —  ---  %20                 %80  
  

Fig. 3 shows data obtained out of 1000 sample 
Data 1 Predicted by Astrology Data 2 Normal  

  
In the Fig. 3 we compare our research with normal webs in this research we predicted %55 by using astrology and by using the IP of 
customers we predict %23. By using the weather condition such as hotness or coldness by getting the date and time, we predict %19. 
Integrating all the three ways we obtained %66 correct prediction. The result obtained was acceptable. Although we applied different 
themes and easy or hard written text, but we did not applied psychological effect on the text. Hence by applying more improvement in 
written text we wish to obtain better results.  

  
Fourth step is, to apply the place of moon and other planet at the time of web attendances. [22], [23], [24]  
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By applying these four steps we achieved unbelievable results. Shown in Fig 4.  
 

Works                                                                     Num       Ok    No   

Data Obtained By 1st 2 Steps                           1000      660   340  

Data Obtained By 2nd 2 Steps                          1000      660   340  
Data Obtained By 4 Steps                                1000     786   214  

Total                                                                        %100    %79   %21  
Fig 4. Shows Data obtained out of 1000 samples and Predicted Data by applying 4 Steps. 

  

  
  

Part 2 

Prediction                                                         

2.1 Iridology; Place of Computer                      

2.2 Biorhythm; IP; Climate                               

2.3 Astrology; Plants Location                          

2.4 People’s Appearance                                    

2.5 Energy & Environment                               

2.6 Analyzing; Finding sick People                   
2.7 Mapping Predictions to Unique    

In the websites, there are many methods for predicting the Customers’ actions who attend the websites. The first way is to predict the 
customers’ action by previous log files of her/him. The second way is statically predicting her/his action. The third way is the information 
of websites’ attenders’ IPs. The advantage of our method is not only using less storage capacity but also getting more accura te results. Now 
we will explain, how we can predict any websites’ customers. They are from all over the world. We predict their activities without using 
large storage capacities. We do not keep archive log files of any single customers. The intelligent websites which are able to predict their 
customers’ activities by using individual archive logs of previous customers’ activities admit unsuccessfulness. 

2-1 Prediction by Iridology; Place of the computer 
 In this study we get our customers eye scan and place of the computer on her/his table. In the welcome screen, we use eye scan as a 
password, then we direct her/him to the different theme and different written manners of our websites. He/she will feel very comfort with 
it, because it has been designed for his/her personality at that time. To describe our method firstly we should explain the iridology. Dr. 
Jensen’s Guide [4], and other books and papers such as [3], [5],[6] and etc.  Shows that not only eye scan shows the behavior of the people 
but also convey her/his diseases. As the main psychological behavior we have four different type of activities due to the people iridology. 
The psychological behavior can be predicted by eye scan and comparing with the four main known samples.  
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Fig. 8

 
Fig. 5 to Fig. 8 shows four main type of eye scan which each one of these shows four different main manner of people. Fig. 5 convey the 
people with the idealist manner. On the other hand Fig. 6 shows the people who likes money, properties and business. The Fig.  7 belongs to 
the people who enjoy tours and trips. Last figure Fig. 8 disclose scientific people. Hence if when we are negotiating with an idealist person 
the logical way of talking is quite differ to negotiating with scientific people. In the same manner in the composite websites we should use 
different themes, different manner of text and different ways of logical reasons to be the winner. If we want to divide these people in the 
hot manner and cold manner. We can say Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 are hot people and Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 are cold people. Now we want to discuss 
about the position of computer on the table of our users [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].  

Fig 5   

Fig.6   

Fig. 7   
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Fig. 9 
In Fig. 9 the place of computer is on the right side of user so the user feels very friendly with computer. In this case the text in the website 
is most effective on the brain of user. The user mostly uses the computer as a good friend and during the usage, user does not feel any 
stress.  

Fig. 10  

In Fig. 10 the place of computer is on the left side of user so the user feels the computer as a boss or director. In this case the text in the 
website is disturbing the brain of user (mostly when the user is hot manner person). The user mostly uses the computer as a boss or 
director, user feels should obey the computer.  

Fig. 11  

In Fig. 11 the place of computer is on the front side of user so the user feels the computer as a competitor. In this case the text in the 
website is mostly make the brain of user to find a way to convey the computer’s text is wrong. The user uses the computer as a competitor, 
user mostly feels to compete with the computer. Hence when we want to obtain the most benefit from the composite web users we should 
consider not only the psychological manner of the user but also the position of our negotiator in her/his place. It is very clear that if we are 
negotiate with one ideologist person and we are sitting on her/his write side is quite different to sitting on the left hand of him/her. This is 
very important to consider the psychological manner of the composite web user and also the position of our negotiator in his/her place (the 
computer). To win any kind of negotiation, to predict other side of negotiation psychological manner is the must. To choose the best 
position to other side, is also very important for winning the negotiation. Now we try to describe how we use the composite web users’ eye 
scan and the position of computer via users. After getting online images through our composite web service, we send it to the function 
named ―Negotiator‖. In this function we compare the eye scan with our four main different eye scan, and also we compare the users’ image 
to verify position of computer via user. The output of this function as shown below will call another function named 
―TheWayOfNegotiation‖. This called function will decide about the different kind of written text, themes of screen, the logical way of 
proof and the sensitive ways to direct the composite web users to our goal. The number of different ways are twelve ways. Multiplying 
main four kind of eye scans by three different position of computer via users, we obtain twelve different ways of negotiation.  

FunctionNegotiator(webusereyescan,data1eyescan,data2eyescan,data3eyescan,data4eyescan,webuserposition, data1userposition 
,data2userposition,data3userposition) Compare1=ImageProssesor(webusereyescan, data1eyescan)  

Compare2=ImageProssesor(webusereyescan, data2eyescan)  

Compare3=ImageProssesor(webusereyescan, data3eyescan)  
Compare4=ImageProssesor(webusereyescan, data4eyescan)  

  
CC=FindMaximum(Compare1,  Compare2,  Compare3,  
Compare4)  
If CC=Compare1  
PredictPersonality=X1  
Endif  
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If CC=Compare2  
PredictPersonality=X2  
Endif  
If CC=Compare3  
PredictPersonality=X3  
Endif  
If CC=Compare4  
PredictPersonality=X4  
Endif  
  
PositionCompare1=ImageProssesor(webuserposition, data1userposition)  
PositionCompare2=ImageProssesor(webuserposition, data2userposition)  
PositionCompare3=ImageProssesor(webuserposition, data3userposition)  
PC=FindMaximum(PositionCompare1,  PositionCompare2,  
PositionCompare3)  
If PC=PositionCompare1  
PredictNegotiation=Y1  
Endif  
If PC=PositionCompare2  
PredictNegotiation=Y2  
Endif  
If PC=PositionCompare3  
PredictNegotiation=Y3  
Endif  

  
TheWayOfNegotiation(PredictPersonality,PredictNegotiation)  

  
EndFunc  

  

Part 2-2 Prediction by Biorhythm   
We get our customers birthdate at welcome screen then we direct her/him to the different theme of our websites. He/she will feel very 
comfort with it, because it has been designed for his/her personality at that time. To describe our method firstly we should explain the 
biorhythm. Wilhelm Fliess, a highly respected and prominent doctor in Berlin, did pioneer work on biorhythms in the 1890s. Fliess, who 
had observed 23- and 28-day rhythms in many of his patients, began to collect statistics on the periodic occurrence of fevers, childhood 
disease, and the susceptibility to disease and death. With these statistics in hand, Fliess believed he had detected rhythms which were 
fundamental to man's life. Dr. Fliess later developed two major biorhythm theories: first, that Nature bestows on man "master internal 
clocks" which begin counting time at birth and continue throughout life; and second, that one of these clocks regulates a 9-3-day cycle 
influencing man's physical condition and another regulates a 28-day cycle influencing emotions or degree of sensitivity. A widely read 
man, Fliess speculated on why these two rhythms should prevail. He believed, much as we do today, that man is essentially bisexual in 
nature, composed of both male and female elements. Fliess called the 23-day physical cycle the male cycle, since it influenced strength, 
endurance, and vitality. He considered the 28-day cycle to be representative of the female element in all human beings; it governed 
sensitivity, intuition, love, and creativity-the entire emotional spectrum. Wilhelm Fliess wrote extensively about the biorhythm theory, but 
the mathematics and statistics he used to support it were so massive and confusing that few people bothered to closely examine or to 
understand them. Still, the basic premise of the theory caught on. The idea of periodic rhythms in man created a considerable controversy 
among his colleagues, one which still exists today. Most scientists have accepted the fact that man's physical and emotional states are in 
constant flux, but many do not agree that these changes are influenced by regular biological cycles that start at birth. One of Fliess' 
contemporaries who kept an open mind to his ideas was Sigmund Freud, a man with extremely revolutionary ideas of his own at the time. 
Early in his career, Freud showed extreme interest in and admiration for Fliess' theories, and they soon became very close fr iends. One 
hundred and eighty-four letters from Freud to Fliess have been published; unfortunately, the replies from Fliess have been lost. Important 
ideas tend to spread rapidly in the scientific community. Dr. Hermann Swoboda, Professor of psychology at the University of Vienna, read 
Fliess' work while still a young man, and by the turn of the century was himself researching, lecturing, and writing on biorhythms. 
Swoboda, who detected a periodicity in the occurrence of dreams and thinking processes, and in fevers, asthma, heart attacks, and the 
outbreak of illness, believed his own investigations confirmed Fliess' observations on the 23-day and 28-day cycles. Swoboda contributed 
to the theory the notion of the "critical" day, when the cycle shifts from high to low or low to high; a day of instability and usually of some 
stress for most people. When we seem to have more energy, vitality, and emotional control. There are days when these same feelings are at 
low ebb. And there are also those days when we react to situations in a totally unexpected way. There are many people who support the 
biorhythm theory. Bertram Brown, Director of the National Institute of Mental Health, has said, "These biorhythms have a lot of validity. 
They help explain in part everything from having a bad week to exciting scientific things like the varied effects medications  have when 
administered at different times."    Now we should add that biorhythm has different types such as physical, emotional, intellectual, etc.  
Physical 23 days, Emotional 28 days, Intellectual 33 days, Spiritual 53 days, Awareness   48 days, Aesthetic  43 days, Intuition 
38 days. The score depends on your age measured in days. When calculating the Age in Days the leap days of course have to be regarded.  
Also, the hour of birth and current time at the day (obtain by computer time) may influence the result. At this point we can predict our 
customers’ biorhythm. For example if his/her emotional biorhythm is negative we should use hot color themes like red, orange and the 
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pictures of spring, summer seasons. If his/her intellectual biorhythm is negative we should describe the site information in easy ways such 
that no deep thinking is required. If his/her intellectual biorhythm is positive we should describe the site information more completely 
which included any small information as well such that he/she enjoy that any little things is described. If his/her physical biorhythm is 
critical we should cool him/her down such that he/she feels friendlier with us. If his/her intellectual biorhythm is critical  we should describe 
the site information in easy ways and remind him/her any selected items because he/she may forget his/her job. With applying different 
website themes and different words and descriptions we will be more successful. For more success to attract web attender is to apply 
his/her society psychological thinking. For this goal we should apply the IP of the web attender. Some of the researches shows if the web 
attender is from dry countries such as Arabic countries their society psychological thinking differs to wet countries such as Turkey. In the 
same way, their religions also is important factor for accurate prediction.  Other factors such as web attender is a man or woman also can 
help us to improve our prediction. For instance men like rectangular shapes on the other hand ladies do not like it. Men like to decide 
logically at the same time, ladies like to decide emotionally. With this in mind we can direct the web attender to our best design and 
literature, which he/she feel friendlier and comfort. It means we should have, variable web depend on our customers’ information. When a 
buyer enter a shop, the expert shopkeepers never act same. Expert shopkeepers depend on the face, age, time and some other factors of 
customers, act differently to be successful in his/her job. Our webs also should have this ability logically. By applying the logical thinking 
of expert sellers, to our webs we will be more successful. When we try to make a note from the logical decision of expert sellers, we realize 
that biorhythm, age, origin society, sex, time and seasons are very important factors. As a matter of fact, variable actions of expert sellers, is 
their rule to successes. By applying these factors, intelligent webs also would be more successful in their duties. Intelligent webs should 
predict their customers. As an illustration, in winter customer with negative physical biorhythm should be welcomed to our web with hot 
themes. However in summer customer with positive physical biorhythm can be enter our web by cool themes. The themes and designs 
should have very different levels, for instance customer from hot country (predicted by IP), entered to our web in summer (predicted by 
date of computer), with critical physical biorhythm (predicted by his/her date of birth), negative intellectual biorhythm (predicted by his/her 
date of birth) and he is a young man should be directed to level five of cool themes, and level three of easy description, level four of text 
without need any logical explanations and level to for man design. Unintelligent webs actions is look like a shopkeeper who you entered his 
shop in snowing winter, and he gives you an icy cola to welcome you! At the same time intelligent webs in same case welcome their 
customers, with hot cup of coffee. Thus which shop one prefer for shopping? Now a days to have an intelligent webs means we respect our 
customers otherwise unintelligent webs have opposite meaning. In Fig. 5 as shown when the Composite Web customers enter the web 
he/she be asked his/her birth date. Birth date and the IP of the place which customer entered can help us to predict his/her future actions in 
composite web. Function to find the biorhythm and to detect customers’ actions is shown below. In this function the birthday of customer 
and the present date, uses to obtain the customers’ biorhythm. Which variable ―di‖ in the Biorhythm is the total days who customer lives? 
Then by applying the formula ( SIN (360 *(di / 23)) ) we can get the sinusoidal curve of Physical biorhythm. To get other biorhythm curves 
we can use same formula just by replacing ―23‖ with other periodic time. It is shown below.  Physical 23 days, Emotional  28 days, 
Intellectual 33 days, Spiritual 53 days, Awareness   48 days, Aesthetic 43 days, Intuition 38 days. These cycles’ examples are shown below. 

Function Biorhythm   

(minnumberx,yx,tavalodminnumberx,tavalodyx,xxh,xxmi,tth,ttmi)  

  
diy=(val(alltrim(yx))-val(alltrim(tavalodyx)))*365.25 dim=minnumberx-tavalodminnumberx 
dih=((((val(alltrim(xxh))*60+val(alltrim(xxmi)))(val(alltrim(tth))*60+val(alltrim(ttmi))))/60)/24)  
di=diy+dim+dih  

 xphysical= 100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 23))  xemotional=100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 28)) xintellectual=100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 33)) xspiritual=100 * sin ( 
360 *(di / 53))   xawareness=100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 48))    xaesthetic=100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 43))  xintuition=100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 38))    

  
if xphysical>-5 and xphysical<5 outphysical=" Critical Physical "  
else if xphysical>0 outphysical="Physical Positive" 
sicologycally=sicology(1)+sicology(11) else  
outphysical=" Physical Negative" sicologycally=sicology(1)+sicology(11)  
endif  
ENDIF  

  

  
if xemotional>-3 AND xemotional<3 outemotional=" Critical Emotional"  

else if xemotional>0 outemotional="Emotional Positive" 
sicologycally=sicology(3)  
else  
outemotional="Emotional Negative" sicologycally=sicology(3)  
endif endif if 
xintellectual>-3 and 
xintellectual<3 
outintellectual=" 
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Critical Intellectual‖ 
else if xintellectual>0  
outintellectual=" Positive Intellectual" sicologycally=sicology(4)  
else  
outintellectual="Negative Intellectual " sicologycally=sicology(4)  
endif endif  
  

if xspiritual>-3 and xspiritual<3 outspirtual=" Critical Spiritual " else if 
xspiritual>0 outspirtual=" Positive Spriritual" sicologycally=sicology(2) 
else outspirtual=" Negative Sprirtual‖  sicologycally=sicology(2)  
endif endif  

  

Some biorhythms shown in Fig. 13. To Fig. 15  

Classic cycles - 2019 - 03 - 17  

  
Fig. 13   

Physical 27%, Emotional -62%, Intellectual 0%, Overall -12%  

Additional cycles - 2019 - 03 - 17  

  
Fig. 14.  

Spiritual 51%, Awareness -92%, Aesthetic -95%, Intuition -0%  

Secondary (combined) cycles - 2019 - 03 - 17  

  
Fig. 15.  

Passion -18%, Wisdom -31%, Mastery 13%  

In the Fig. 13 to Fig. 15 the different kind of biorhythm is shown and by using not only each of these but also by overall of these we can use 
for prediction.  

2-3 Prediction by Astrology 
We get our customers birthdate at welcome screen then we direct her/him to the different theme of our websites. He/she will feel very 
comfort with it, because it has been designed for his/her personality at that time. To describe our method firstly we should explain the 
astrology. There is number of universities which one can obtain BSc, MSc in astrology. Some of these universities are 
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/, https://keplercollege.org/, and many more around the world. Now what is 
astrology? Astrology is a science which can predict exactly one’s personality due to the time and date him/her was born. For example if 
one born between 21st March  to 20th  April he is in house one with special characteristics and for the second house we add 30 or 31 days 

https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://www.astrologyuniversity.com/programs-of-study/
https://keplercollege.org/
https://keplercollege.org/
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for example for second house if one was born between 21st April to 20th  May and etc. [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and Dr. Benebell Wen in the 
Understanding the Twelve Astrological Houses describes the manner of each house. Each house depends on the date of born. Here we 
write some examples of the book in the Understanding the Twelve Astrological Houses written by  Dr. Benebell Wen  House 1 is a Fire 
house, which means Fire signsAries (first house), Leo (fifth house), and Sagittarius (ninth house)—are empowered here, as are Air signs—
Gemini (third house), Libra (seventh house), and Aquarius (eleventh house). These ascendant signs tend to have stronger, more distinct 
personalities. They tend to be more self-aware. Water signs— Cancer (fourth house), Scorpio (eight house), and Pisces (twelfth house)—
are weakened here, and so these individuals may take longer to find themselves. Self-discovery is in itself a significant journey for such 
individuals. They are born seekers, compelled onto that journey of self-discovery because when they are born, in their young lives, they do 
not yet possess a strong, defined sense of who they are. House 1 is an angular (or cardinal) house, rendering it a house of action. It denotes 
aspects of who we are that lead in our life paths. Here is where we establish our goals. Angular houses show what drives us and has the 
most impact on our chosen life path. The other angular or cardinal houses are House 4, 7, and 10. As a Fire house, the first house is part of 
the Trinity of Life, which governs our sense of personal identity, how we perceive life experiences, and how we form our own concept of 
self. The other Fire houses are Houses 5 and 9. House 2 is the house of your material foundation. This is the house to read for wealth, 
prosperity, assets, liabilities, and personal resources. We see into the native’s livelihood and possession here in House 2 and also the 
native’s approach, outlook, and attitude toward money or commerce. The second house tells of how money is earned, of financial matters, 
and how we secure ourselves here on the earthly plane so that who we are—the ascendant sign—can manifest. House 2 is an Earth house, 
which means Earth signs—Taurus,  
Virgo, and Capricorn—are empowered here, as are Water signs— Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. When Earth or Water signs are ruling 
House 2 in a chart, we see less financial insecurity. These natives tend to be born with better luck when it comes to having the needed 
resources for survival and livelihood. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn in the second house tend to indicate volatility when it comes to personal 
finances or financial hardships. Planets occupying the second house can show a life path quite focused on matters relating to money, 
property, and wealth. An empty House 2 is often a good sign of tempered, consistent fortunes. Air signs— Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius—
are weakened in an Earth house, so if an Air sign is in House 2, you may find greater fluctuations when it comes to personal financial 
security.  House 2 is a succeeding (or fixed) house, rendering it a house of security. It denotes the order established in our life paths, the 
ways we seek or maintain order, and reactive forces within us. Succeeding or fixed houses denote what we build for ourselves. The other 
succeeding or fixed houses are 5, 8, and 11. As an Earth house, the second house is part of the Trinity of Wealth, which governs our 
achievements, glory, and helps us to define our sense of purpose. The other Earth houses are 6 and 10. The third house relates to our 
immediate setting and how that affects our mental development. The third house notes early childhood education, the social environment 
we grow up in, how we learn to communicate with the world, and matters relating to our early childhood. It can denote siblings, our 
relationships with our brothers and sisters, relationships with neighbors, and our places of residence. This is the house of our mental 
intellect, Courage, the ability to achieve our aspirations, complete tasks, and how we use our voice or speech are noted here in the third 
house. House 3 is an Air house, which means Air signs—Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius—are empowered here, as are Fire signs—Aries, 
Leo, and Sagittarius. Natives with Air or Fire signs in the third house will have a more active mind. They seek constant, different, and 
challenging mental stimulation. They tend to be more capricious, changing their minds often. That is only because they are constantly 
learning new facts, stumbling upon new discoveries or new ways of thought that change their old ways. They also tend to be more 
opinionated. Earth signs— Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn—are weakened in House 3, and so these individuals are more stubborn. Once 
they’ve made up their minds, they won’t change it, even if secretly they start to see the merits of the other side. These are the individuals 
who are less likely to admit they are wrong, and less likely to say they’re sorry.  House 3 is a cadent (or mutable) house, rendering it a 
house of learning and development. It denotes our journey, the ways we evolve or progress in life, and the chances we incur.  Cadent or 
mutable houses relate to how we develop, change, and the ways we exercise our free will when confronted with extenuating circumstances. 
The other cadent or mutable houses are 6, 9, and 12. Together these are the houses that denote how we apply human ingenuity. As an Air 
house, the third house is part of the Trinity of Relational Concepts, which governs the ways we communicate with others, the way we 
conceptualize relations, our verbal and social expressions, and how we interact with others. Air houses, along with 3, are 7 and 11. The 
fourth house is the seat of your soul. Here we see cellular or genetic memory. This is the house you read to better understand what is in 
your subconscious and in the unconscious parts of your mind. This house links to your family lineage, heritage, and beyond that, your past 
lives. This is the house that tells of where you come from. The fourth house is also the house of home and family. It can denote how you 
were raised, the domestic environment you grew up in and, most likely, the domestic environment you are going to keep in your own 
adulthood, and also, your relationship with your biological mother. Here we can see the impact and influences of the biological mother on 
the native. I read the fourth house in conjunction with your moon sign to determine the past life that most influences the karma of your 
present life. The fourth house will offer insights into social status and matters of lineage. It is also an ancestral house, where we can reach 
far back through multiple generations to see where you come from. House 4 is a Water house, which means Water signs—Cancer, Scorpio, 
and Pisces—are empowered here, as are Earth signs—Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn. Natives with Water or Earth signs in House 4 tend to 
be more family-oriented. They seek to settle down, establish their own homes earlier on in life, and are deeply connected to their heritage 
or family lineage. All that being said, there may be deeper insecurities that are latent in the subconscious that may arise later on in their 
lives that challenge what they thought they knew. Air signs—Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius—are weakened in House 4, and so these 
individuals tend to direct more of their personal energies outward, toward matters involving their social plane, social achievements, 
professional aspirations, or ambitions than inward toward home or family. These individuals tend to be less interested in ―domestic bliss‖ 
and more interested in following their passions, public reputation, or life goals. They may even find themselves establish a family later in 
life. House 4 is an angular  
(Or cardinal) house, rendering it a house of action. It denotes aspects of who we are that lead in our life paths. Here is where we establish 
our goals. Angular houses show what drives us and has the most impact on our chosen life path. The other angular or cardinal houses are 
House 1, 7, and 10. As a Water house, the fourth house is part of the Psychic Trinity, which governs our emotional plane and our soul. 
Water houses relate to the subconscious, the unconscious parts of the mind, the memory we do not remember, and the karmic accounting of 
our soul. The other Water houses are 8 and 12. The fifth house is the house of happiness. Often the fifth house is seen as confusing, 
because it represents many different areas of life. It can indicate procreation and your children. It can represent your recreation, your 
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hobbies, and what you love to do with your time.  When we say procreation, we mean both fertility in terms of children and child-bearing, 
but also creativity and innovation. The fifth house can tell of what you produce. It is what you pass on in terms of a legacy, what you 
contribute to the world. The fifth house reveals what you enjoy, what brings you happiness, and so as a parent, would conceivably pass on 
that sense of happiness to your children. Thus, the fifth house also represents how you raise your children and the way you approach family 
life. Here we can also see what kind of parent you will be and how you might raise your children, based on your own childhood 
experiences and the past denoted by your fourth house. Traditionally, this is the house of pregnancy, love affairs, children, romance, 
pleasure, leisure, and the house of your heart. This is where we find the source of your inspiration and your motivations. What motivates 
you to lead the lifestyle that you lead? We will find that in House 5. Here, we can see what interests you, where your passions are, and the 
hobbies or interests you are inclined to spend your time and energies on. This is the house of happiness and leisure. This is the house of 
individual desires. House 5 is a Fire house, which means Fire signs—Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius—are empowered here, as are Air signs—
Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius. Natives with Fire or Air signs in the fifth house tend to be optimistic. They devote a great deal of time to 
their creations. They tend to love children, seek procreation, and may have multiple ―great love affairs‖ in their lives. Water signs— 
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces—are weakened here, and so these individuals may not be as focused on child-rearing, tend to seek that ―one 
true love,‖ and are more single minded and loyal when it comes to romance. We described some examples which shows the different 
personality of each month. To win in any negotiation we need to predict the personality of the other side. Now by getting the  date of birth 
of our composite web services’ attenders, we can predict his/her personality. Different kind of personality, likes different themes, different 
way of written text and different kind of logical proof to make us to win in negotiation. For example to be the winner in negotiation with a 
person who was born on 6th April is quite differ to the way to win negotiation with one who was born on 8th November.   

Part 2-4 Prediction by Appearance of People 
 Do you have big head?  Do you have long forehead?  Do you have big nose? Do you have big mouth?  
Do you have thick hair?  Do you have big chin?  Do you have a lot of beard (if not shaved)?   
Do you have big eyes?  Do you feel hot most of the times?  Do you have black eyes?   
Do you have big and strong muscles?  For ―YES‖ answers add, one and for ―NO‖ answers subtract one. 
Calculate the summation. Suppose the summation is ―x‖.  
Your H is equal to %( x*9)  

Are you feeling better in dry weather?  Do you have good appetite?  Do you have hairy eyebrow?   
Do you have big eyes?  Do you have soft hairs?  Do you have hairy body?  Do you have wet body?  
For ―YES‖ answers add, one and for ―NO‖ answers subtract one.   
Calculate the summation. Suppose the summation is ―y‖.  
Your W is equal to %( y*9)  
Part 2-5 Prediction by Environment & Energies  

Now we discuss the effect of environment on the people’s prediction. If we apply the position of moon and important planets such as 
Mercury, Maris, Venus and etc. The food people use also is very important factor because any kind of vegetables, seeds, fruits and foods 
effect the H and W. When he/she attends the web the position of moon related to earth is very important. As you know when we look at the 
sky in night, if we see the moon is complete, it makes high water. It also affect our reaction to anything happened around us. It can be 
formularized as H (+10), W (+10). Other planet also affect us. Such as Mercury W(+10), or Mars H(+10), W(-10). The effect of themes, 
red themes (H (+10), W(-10)), blue themes (H(+10), W(+10)), gray themes (H(-10), W(-10)) and etc.   

People’s energy manner can  be defind as  
Energy (othersget)=%(LP(H)+LP(W))/2,  
Energy (himself/herselfhas)= %(CP(H)+CP(W))/2,  

People’s Sability manner can be defind as  
Stability (othersget)=%LP(W),  
Stability (himself/herselfhas)=%CP(W),  
Thinking=+17*E / -17*E  
Looking (man)=+E / -E ,etc… 

Part 2-6 Prediction by Analyzing and Finding sick people  
Do you have any stress?  (Yes= -2, No=0) 
Do you like sweet taste more than sour taste? (Yes= -2, NO= 0) 
Are you feeling worse in the cold weather? (YES= -1, NO= 0) 
Are you feeling worse in nights? (YES= -1, NO= 0) 
Is your age more than 35? (YES= -1, NO= 0) 
Are you a lady? (YES= -1, NO= 0) 
(For female) do you have any problem with your periodic? / (for male) are you feeling exhausted? 
 (YES= -1, NO= 0)   
Calculate the summation. Suppose it is equal to Y then it means the H=%(-1*Y*11) 
Part 2-7 Mapping Different Prediction to Unique output  
Now we can make (H, W) for each prediction which give us different points. If these points are nearby each other shows the stability of the 
person, otherwise vice versa. 

Part 3 : Introduction of Mathematical Formulas; Scales; Rules, The People’s Behaviors; Believes; People’s Body; People’s 

Diseases; People’s Believes in Source of Energy; Different Sources of Energy; Different Paths for different Believes; People’s 
Weakness, Powerful Points               We want to introduce a new scale to categorize the people’s prediction. This new scale has four 

dimensions. In this scale we introduce H, C, W and D as four dimensions. The people’s prediction can be shown in this new scale. After 
using this scale we can find any person’s prediction as a single point on it. By introducing this new scale gradually we can improve the 
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science of people’s prediction. In near future all of algebraically equations and linear or nonlinear programming can be applied on this 
science. Now by using our introduced people’s prediction such as iridology, astrology and biorhythm, we try to show how we can map 
people. Firstly we have to describe that H and C are opposite to each other. For instance hotness and coldness or truth and false. If a person 
in the diagram is three in H, we can say that he/she is minus three in C. by using this theory we can easily cancel C from the diagram. Same 
prof can be down for W and D, hence we use only W in our diagram. Now we can map any people’s prediction in a diagram with only 2 

dimensions as H and W. Firstly we use astrologically people’s prediction. By the person’s birthday is in the Fig. 18 we can determine 
his/her H.  

  

  
Fig. 18 Showing changes of H scale due to Birthday 

  

Curve                           Date   A                 Date B       Date C  

1 21March  21April  21 May  

2 22May  22June  22July  

3 23July  23Aug  22 Sep  

4 23 Sep  22 Oct  21 Nov  

5 22 Nov  22 Dec  20 Jan  

6 21 Jan  20 Feb  20 Mar  
  

Fig. 19 Dates to apply in Fig. 18 
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Fig. 20 Showing changes of W scale due to Birthday 

  
  

 Date   A                 Date B                     Date C  

21May                   22July       22 Sep                    Curve 1 

23 Sep23                 21 Nov                      20 
Jan                    Curve 2 

 
   Curve 3 

 

  
Fig. 21 Dates to apply in Fig. 20 

  
  
Function Astrology  
(minnumberx,yx,tavalodminnumberx,tavalodyx,xxh,xxmi,tth,ttm i)  
  

dim=minnumberx-tavalodminnumberx 
dih=((((val(alltrim(xxh))*60+val(alltrim(xxmi)))(val(alltrim(tth))*60+val(alltrim(ttmi))))/60)/24) di=dim+dih  

  
H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61))   
W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122))  

  
EndFunc  

  
 By the function Astrology as shown above we can obtain the value of H, W for each person due to his/her date of birth.  
For example if somone’s birthday is 6th April so we calculate the difference days due to 21st March. This value is 17 days, we put 17 
instead of di in the formula: H= 100 * sin ( 360 *(di / 61)). We obtain H=+98. To obtain W we calculate the difference of 6th April to 21st 
January which is 77 days. We put 77 instead of di in the formula: W= 100 * sin (360 *(77 / 122)). We obtain W=-73.  
Now we find the point of him/her on the diagram with H=+98, W=-73. This point which explained above is the point of people’s thinking. 
It is the conscience point for him/her. Which we call it CP. If people try to think and act as much as nearby their CP they feel more comfort 
and relax. By this action they think they will go to heaven. Because their idea of life is it. Now we try to introduce the living point.  

  

21 Jan  20Mar  20 May  
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Fig. 22 Prediction of People’s Action in their life (W)  

  

In the Fig. 22 Prediction of People’s Action in their life (W) is shown the Date A starts from 21st March, Date B is 20 days later, Date C is 
20 days after Date B. This cycle after 40 days again starts from point of Date A. hence first Date A is 21st March second Date A is 29th 
April it means 40 days later. This cycle repeats any 40 days.  
  

  

  
Fig. 23 Prediction of People’s Action in their life (H)  

  

 In the Fig. 23 Prediction of People’s Action in their life (H) is shown the Date A starts from 31st March, Date B is 10 days later, Date C is 
10 days after Date B. This cycle after 20 days again starts from point of Date A. hence first Date A is 31st March second Date A is 28h 
April it means 20 days later. This cycle repeats any 20 days. For any calculation, we find the difference of his/her birthday with the starting 
Date A for any cycle W or H.  
Then we put it in the formulas as below:  
H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 20))   
W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 40))  
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For example: one’s birthday is 6th April, the difference days with W cycle, which starts from 21st March is 17. We put 17 instead of  
―di‖ in W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 40)), we obtain W=+45.4.  
To calculate H, the difference of days with starting point Date A (31st March) is 7. We put 7 instead of ―di‖ in H= 100 * sin (360  
*(di / 20)) we obtain H=+80.This point for him/her is his/her way of living, it is Living Point (LP). Now we can predict the CP and LP 
which LP is the way of one’s living (programmed to do it) and CP is the way he/she thinks is the best way to be a good person , such that 
god loves him. As a matter of fact himself/herself by this way, really feel relax and comfort. Now we try to point out the place of points in 
graph, and the value of each part of the graph.  

  

  
Fig. 24 the Prediction Graph 

 

  
Fig. 25 property of each part of the HW graph 
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Fig. 26 Weakness of each part of the HW graph 

  
The people see themselves as their CP, but others see them as LP.  
At this point we want to summarize the life of a person. A person when was born, his/her program of life is LP, if he/she can be successful 
in his/her LP, he/she dreams to do the CP, because he/she is programmed to do it, to feel better in his/her mind, and feel has been accepted 
by his/her creator. As a matrix we can say  

  
Fig. 27 Matrix Prediction 

   
Person A with Matrix Prediction A and person B with MP B can understand each other better, when Matrix A-Matrix B = Matrix 0 If 
Matrix A+ Matrix B=Ω Matrix I (matrix I is a matrix which all elements are 1) it means these 2 persons can help themselves to  grow 
mentally as much as maximum possibility in the world.  Even instead of Matrix I is the summation of 2 persons MP has equal elements in 
the rows, almost they can achieve to same result. Now suppose person A with CP (H= (+98), W= (-73)) marries with person B with the 
birthday of 14th September. H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)); di is difference to 21st March=173 W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122)); di is difference 
to 21st May=113 Hence CP (H= (-85), W= (-44)). After marriage they come to the midpoint of family CP (H= (-85+98)/2, W= (-44-73)/2). 
It means the CP of them after marriage when they are with each other is   CP (H= (+6.5), W= (-58.5)). If they have a son who was born on 
18th May. H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)); di is difference to 21st March=57; W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122)); di is difference to 21st May=-3 or 
365+3=368 Hence his CP (H= (-40), W= (-99)). The over all of family CP is CP (H= (-85+98-40)/3, W= (-44-73-99)/3)   
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Which is CP (H= (-9), W= (-72)). Now they will have another child who was born on 17th December. Her CP is CP (H= (+35), W= (-30)). 
The over all of family CP is CP (H= (-85+98-40+35)/4, W= (-44-73-99-30)/4). Which is CP (H= (+2), W= (-61.5)). For any XPP the 
money or first chakra condition, can be find by  ((Birthday)+30days) we apply it in the introduced formula to find money condition of it. 
As above example, birthday is 6th,April hence 1st chakra is 6th,May. Now we calculate the HW for 6th,May which is 36 days differ to 21st 
March. Hence we apply di=36 in the formulas : H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)) = (-54) W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122)) = (+96) Hence for 
point PPP (+98, -73), 1st Chakra is (-54, +96). This person for opening 1st Chakra should join with a PP to obtain the (-54, +96) as 
midpoint. Person A with CP (H= (+98), W= (-73)) to be rich should go to point       CP (H= (-54), W= (+96)). His H from +98 to -54 is 
very difficult and his W from -73 to +96 also very difficult. But for family overall CP (H= (+2), W= (-61.5)) to CP (H= (-54), W= (+96)) 
he needs to change H from +2 to -54 and W from -61.5 to +96. Hence we should bring down H -56 degree and W bring up to 157 degree  
we  should  wet  them  and  cool  them.  To  summarize             
person A                        CP (H= (+98), W= (-73))  
After marriage               CP (H= (+6.5), W= (-58.5))  
After 1st child                CP (H= (-9), W= (-72))  
After 2nd child               CP (H= (+2), W= (-61.5))  

  
Rich Point Person A     CP (H= (-54), W= (+96))  

  
Another Person B birthday is 18th May so his CP is  CP (H= (-40), W= (-99)) his rich point is H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)); di is difference 
to 21st March=57+30; W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122)); di is difference to 21st May=+27 Hence his rich point CP (H= (+44), W= (+98)).  
Person B CP (H= (-40), W= (-99)) to become rich   
                CP (H= (+44), W= (+98)  

  
Another Person C birthday is 17th December so his CP is  CP (H= (+35), W= (-30)) his rich point is H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)); di is 
difference to 21st March=271+30; W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 122)); di is difference to 21st May=206+30 Hence his rich point CP (H= (-40), 
W= (-40)).  
Person C CP (H= (+35), W= (-30)) to become rich                 CP (H= (-40), W= (-40)).  

  
Another Person D birthday is 14th September H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 61)); di is difference to 21st March=173 W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 
122)); di is difference to 21st May=113 Hence CP (H= (-85), W= (-44)). Rich point di for H is 173+30=203; H=+88, di for W is 
113+30=143; W=+88.  
Person D CP (H= (-85), W= (-44)) to become rich                 CP (H= (+88), W= (+88)).  

  
The formulas for LP are H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 20)); W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 40)).  
For Person A birthday is 6th April so his LP is LP (H= (+80), W= (+45)) his rich point is H= 100 * sin (360 *(di / 20)); di is difference to 
21st March=17+30; W=100 * sin (360 *(di / 40));  Where di=di (h)-10, hence di=47-10=37 Hence his rich point        LP (H= (+44), W= 
(+98)).  
Person A LP (H= (+80), W= (+45)) to become rich   
                LP (H= (+80), W= (-45)  

  
Human which believes in god their point of life will be changed from LP to CP. Person A if believes in god very well his point of life is CP 
and if he is not believes in god his point of life is LP.  
His CP (H= (+98), W= (-73)) and his LP (H= (+80), W= (+45)).  
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Fig. 28 CP and LP for human 

  
Now we explain how a person can become a religious or anti- religious as you see the border LP to CP will help human to understand the 
god. On the other hand the border CP to LP make human to forget the god. For this example we can easily determine the borders CP-LP 
(CL) and LP-CP (LC). CL=LP-CP and LC=CP-LP hence the borders CL = -18,118 and LC=18,-118 are the ways human can change to 
religious or non-religious person. As shown in Fig. 28 the green border LC make exampled person religious and the yellow border CL 
make him non-religious.  Any person out of this diagram is dangerous person as shown in Fig 29.  

  

  

  
Fig 29. Shows dangerous points 

As shown in Fig 29 dangerous places of human is shown. If a human’s prediction located in one of these parts (1, 2, 3, 4) what he/she dose. 
In part 1 he/she easily kill others and he/she does not care even about what he/she did (easily can be find). In part 2 he/she easily kill others 
but afterward he/she does care about what his/her wrong action (he/she introduce himself/herself). In part 3 it is very hard for them to kill 
others mostly they think and ask someone else to do (it is very hard to find them). In part 4 it is enjoyable for them to kill others mostly 
they think and make a big misunderstanding between third parties to kill themselves and nobody even imagine he/she was responsible or 
guilty. Now suppose we want to make serial killer from exampled person first of all he/she should not understand the god, because if he/she 
thinks about the god he/she does not do wrong thing. Then we should force him to go out of the region and part 1 is the nearest place. As 
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we know his/her LP coordinate is (H=+80, W=+45) the best vector for our purpose is increasing his/her H and W immediately. As fast as 
we increase his H and W, he/she become serial killer, who nevermind about his/her negative actions. On the other hand we can help him to 
study and become a famous scientist. If we decrease the H, he enters to the place of studying and thinking. Now we know, human’s couple 
of dimensions, religious dimension, body dimension and how we can make human more/less religious, how we can help him to study 
better/worse, and etc. Due to the day of web attendance (or any action) his/her birthday, age and biorhythm can be calculated. By 
calculating the age we consider it as ((40-age)*1/2*(+H), (40age)*1/2*(+W)) and by detecting biorhythm if physical rhythm increases it 
means H increases and W decreases. If intellectual increases, H decreases and W increases. As emotional increases it means H and W 
decreases and if intuitive increases, H and W increases. It means by biorhythm calculation any value we find we consider as below. 
Physical=P, Emotional = E, Intellectual = I and Intuitive = S. H= (P*0.1) + (S*0.1) - (I*0.1) - (E*0.1), W= (S*0.1) + (I*0.1) – (E*0.1) – 
(P*0.1). After calculating the above values we can add these values to the Astrological values (calculated above). Other important factors 
are sex (if the web attender is a lady H=-5), the season of attendance (winter time H=-5 and summer time H=+5), place of web attender 
(will be defined by his/her IP) (if his/her place is hot place the maximum value of H=+5 and if his/her location is cold the minimum value 
of H=-5), he/she has stress or not (can be found by key stroke, of the web attender) (if stress exist H=-10 should be applied) and the time of 
his/her attendance due to his/her location (if it is day time maximum H=+5 and if it is night time minimum H=-5). As a matter of fact the 
iridology (eye scan) also is very important. Because it shows the values of H, W and sickness of web attender. The iridology (eye scan) 
also shows the diseases, the existence of the points in the eye scan indicate diseases. The color of these points as become darker, show the 
diseases are more serious. But we should apply positive H, W or negative. The answer to this question depends on the last few questions 
(sex, season, IP, location, time of attendance and considering he/she has stress or not, if the sum of these questions was less than -50, we 
add another H=-10 for points in the eye scan, otherwise we consider H=0). The persons’ prediction by astrology shows the point of them 
on the diagram. The rest of predictions as explained above change the place of the persons’ prediction point in diagram. Some times the 
coordinates of the people’s prediction point may exceed 100 or it may be less than 100 due to the extra prediction information. In this case 
the person’s situation is critical. For example if H becomes more than 100 he/she starts fighting with others or if W becomes  more than 100 
he/she does not feel sorry for anybody he/she easily hurt without any negative feelings. On the other hand if W becomes less than -100, 
he/she is very sensitive, even he/she cannot hurt a mosquito. Example: 
The marriage is the midpoint of two points, one point husband’s Predict Point (PP) and the other wife’s PP. When we want to consider 
them as a family, we consider only one point, as described above. If the family has children, we find the midpoint of children as CPP; the 
midpoint of parents as PPP; then we can find the family midpoint which is the midpoint of CPP, PPP and then we obtain the FPP. For 
future use for family prediction we apply (Family Predict Point) FPP. Same as above we can find (Society Predict Point) SPP. For any 
prediction for a society just we can use SPP. It can be expand as Middle East PP, or Asia PP and etc. Instead of midpoint, we can also 
calculate the average of Hs and Ws to find HW of a family, city or country. To calculate PP for any society easily we can find special 
persons, who are differ to their family, city or country. Hence we should be very careful for any world program for a country, because in 
any society special persons can destroy the program. Because their PP is quite differ to SPP or CPP. Now at this point we introduced the 
coordinates and scales for prediction; person predict point as PPP or family predict point (FPP); city predict point (CPP). Now we want to 
introduce important points related to XPP.  
It means -54= ((+98) +Hx)/2; +96= ((-73) +Wx)/2, hence Hx= (206), Wx=265. This data cannot belong to one person, because it is more 
than 100. Hence it can belong to at least three persons. It means we can find a group of more than two persons, who can make a group with 
the above person, to make good money and open his/her 1st chakra (if his/her PPP does not affected by other factors which has been 
described).By formularize and apply it to our graph, we can see the effect of planet on the people’s prediction. As a matter of fact a person 
with any place in our graph, wishes to go to origin. It means if he/she moves to H0 and W0, he/she feels relax and comfort.  

 

Conclusions  
In this research, the main aim is to develop a new method to predict service selection by users such that they not only feel better but also 
obtain the best goal depend on their personality. In order to achieve this goal, firstly we introduce a new scale to predict people which in 
this feature all of prediction process will be done under mathematics formulas. Also we use the iridology, biorhythms astrology and the 
position of moon and other important planets. After analyzing these information, the new approach is proposed to predict service selection 
as well as satisfying their comfort feeling (hypnotizing). As web-customer feels better he/she prefer to do his/her shopping, traveling and 
other businesses by using this kind of intelligent web services (online app or games). The percentage to predict correctly seventy nine 
percent.  
In future researches we hope researches to progress mathematical formulas as well as researches on attraction and leadership. 

Attracting People due to their Believes; 

By Different Themes, By Different Text Sizes, By Different Logical proves, By Different Sensitive Proves, By Different Frequencies, 
By Treatment, By Different Nutrition, By Different Friends, By Different Speech 

Leadership; Direct People to our Goal 

Leadership People G1, Leadership People G2, Leadership People G3, Leadership People G4,    Leadership Sick People, Leadership 
Sick People 
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